Interspecies transmission and reassortment of influenza A viruses in pigs and turkeys in the United States.
Genetic reassortment between influenza A viruses in humans and in animals and birds has been implicated in the appearance of new pandemics of human influenza. To determine whether such reassortment has occurred in the United States, the authors compared the genetic origins of gene segments of 73 swine influenza virus isolates (1976-1990), representing 11 states, and 11 turkey virus isolates (1980-1989), representing eight states. The host origin of gene segments encoding the internal proteins of H1N1 swine and turkey influenza viruses was identified by developing a dot-blot assay. All gene segments of swine influenza viruses were characteristic of influenza virus genes from that species, indicating that pigs may not be frequent participants in interspecies genetic exchange and reassortment of influenza viruses in the United States. In contrast, 73% of the turkey influenza virus isolates contained genes of swine origin. One turkey isolate was a reassortant having three genes characteristic of avian influenza virus and three of swine origin. These findings document a high degree of genetic exchange and reassortment of influenza A viruses in domestic turkeys in the United States. The molecular biologic techniques used by the authors should aid future epidemiologic studies of influenza pandemics.